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 CHARLES AND
 RAY EAMES
 Esther McCoy

 11. I

 I-11

 A 1942 molded plywood
 sculpture by Ray Eames
 relates directly to the chair
 molding experiments carried
 on in the Eames's studio at
 that time.

 From the beginning of the century, mass
 production was the golden fleece of design.
 As the century advanced, the body of litera-
 ture and the body of faith increased, also the
 number of notable deaths. The world that
 could support the Model T killed off the
 Franklin. We deal here with Franklins.

 Had Charles Eames been born half a genera-
 tion earlier (into that of Alvar Aalto and Le
 Corbusier) or even a quarter of a generation
 (that of Marcel Breuer and Konrad Wachs-
 mann) he would have encountered few men
 of conviction. For, as George Nelson wrote
 in the first Herman Miller catalogue, "A
 good thing about having convictions is that
 one tends to act on them."

 In this light I understood the poignancy of
 Breuer's comment on Eames: "From the
 first, he has been in production without a
 single break." And Wachsmann's: "A fan-
 tastic opportunity." They were the ones who
 can (Emily Dickinson's expression) "Tell
 the definition .. . of victory."

 Eames had another advantage. Architecture
 did not constantly summon him as it did
 others who designed furniture-Le Cor-
 busier, Aalto, Breuer, and later Eero Saari-
 nen; one was never in doubt as to their first
 allegiance. But then Eames was studying
 architecture during the Depression years
 when few were summoned. There was an-
 other factor. Designing of any sort for users
 who have not advanced to the point of
 receiving was an act of faith which was much

 more in harmony with the 30s than the 20s.
 The 30s was a cleansing decade; it reaf-
 firmed discipline and imposed responsibility.
 In the writings of Eames the word discipline
 constantly reappears like a good gray
 thread.

 The Museum of Modern Art's Organic De-
 sign show, where Eames first received
 recognition, was in the Ich Dienst spirit of
 the 30s; the purpose was not simply to single
 out the best entries for awards, but to find
 furniture which in addition could be machine
 produced at a reasonable cost. Moreover,
 when produced it was to be sold at selected
 shops or department stores across the
 country. The geographic spread was very
 important because basic to the idealism of
 the 30s was the tenet that benefits should
 be widely shared. The furniture, according
 to the Museum, should ". . . reflect today's
 social, economic, technological and
 aesthetic tendencies;" it was to "... . provide
 adequately and handsomely for a typical
 American middle-income group family." The
 eye was on the sparrow.

 Eames and Saarinen, then at Cranbrook
 Academy, entered pieces in all the cate-
 gories. The most memorable entry was a
 molded plywood chair-the first version of
 the most famous chair of the century. Mar-
 cel Breuer, one of the jurors, recalled in
 1973 that he was "very positive" about the
 choice of the Eames-Saarinen entries in two
 categories for top place. Looking back from
 a distance of 33 years, he summed up: "Ply-
 wood had been used before; I had used
 metal. There was nothing new in the light-
 ness or the materials, but what was new was
 that he had pushed his design into industrial
 production."

 The statement touches the quick but it
 leaps over the six years between the awards
 and the time in 1946 when Herman Miller
 took over the production of the Eames chair.
 That is to say, a move to California and a war
 occurred; there was the trial and error of
 building production tools for the molded
 plywood pieces, the endless handwork in
 preparation for mass production. Then Her-
 man Miller carried the operation out of
 experimental mass production into true mass
 production. There is a lifeline that saved
 the early Eames chairs from becoming col-
 lectors' items and has kept them in produc-
 tion today: mass distribution.

 In the months following the MOMA awards,
 Eames discovered the gap between design-
 ing for mass production and finding a
 manufacturer to produce. The best con-
 sumer price he could get was $75 ... exor-
 bitant for a side chair at a time when only
 ten percent of the population earned more
 than $10,000 a year. That appeared for a
 while to end the matter.

 Eliot Noyes summed it up (Arts & Architec-
 ture, Sept. 1946): "A basic reason for the
 wood shell ideawasthe belief that it would be
 very easy and very cheap to stamp or press
 them out in quantity. In actuality, it turned
 out that there was no economical way of
 doing this, and no chance to experiment."

 It was the last time Eames and Saarinen
 collaborated on furniture; Ray Eames, in-
 volved from the first at Cranbrook in the
 venture, turned her talents as painter and
 sculptor to a full-time collaboration.
 Saarinen, an associate by that time on his
 father's architectural projects, took over the
 practice in 1950 after his father's death; with
 the completion in 1951 of General Motors
 Technical Center, he became the most
 important young architect in the country.

 Eames, reflecting later on their diverging
 courses, regretted that". .. in architecture
 the idea degenerated," and to him furniture
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 Eames Storage Units (ESU)
 (1950) (above), were modules
 of plated steel and plastic-
 coated plywood with metal
 struts and lacquered masonite
 panels adding stability to these - ... . .
 lightweight forms. The long,
 low table of black laminated
 plastic (center) resting on a
 delicate wire strut base, was
 also designed in 1950.

 Herman Miller's first Los
 Angeles showroom was
 designed by the Eames office
 in 1947 (bottom). Its facade is
 similar to that of the Eames's
 house-started in 1945-with _ f i I \ | \1 I Ll? 1? N t I? 1 : ( () I i ' N |
 its factory-made elements,_I I
 skeletal structure, opaque*_-
 and transparent panels. ... .... , _l

 A pyramid of Eames chairs ;.=f__7 l
 (opposite) contains many __rmmlXB_'
 variations on the fiberglass* i q_. _ - ,4
 and wire shells, bases and i l E-!,4, _,, ____
 upholstery forms that made up ___
 the collection in the mid-50s.
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 Wire chairs, developed in 1951,
 are shown with wire strut
 bases, no upholstery and a
 black bird, their symbolic 1
 mascot (above). A stacking
 version of the polyester / /
 fiberglass chair (right) was
 added to the list of variations
 on the side shell in 1954.

 Chair bases by the Eameses
 are often used interchangeably
 with various seats. The five
 bases shown on the opposite
 page are among the many that

 have been developed since i/.
 the earliest bent steel rod
 forms for the original plywood
 chair. On down the column are
 bases of: metal struts on wood
 rockers; metal struts alone; a
 cast aluminum base; and, a
 cast aluminum drafting base
 on casters with a foot ring.

 design was " . . . a more direct and pleasur-
 able route." He added, "If I feel guilty about
 chickening out of architecture, Eero was

 guilty about not giving architecture the

 careful detailing I could give furniture."

 Eames's statement that Eero treated furni-
 ture ". . . as a miniature piece of arch itec-
 ture" agrees essentially with remarks of
 Cesar Pelli, who spent ten years in the
 Saarinen office. "Eero's interest was in the
 theoretical concept; he was very little
 interested in working out the technology-

 he would give that to someone else to solve.
 He was worried about form, Eames was
 worried about how to produce. When
 Eames had to sacrifice style to keep the
 technology coherent, he would; Eero would
 have no hesitation about sacrificing the
 technologyto keep the style and form clean."

 An example was their two chairs with a
 single vertical element. Eames clearly ex-
 pressed the base and revealed the connec-
 tion; the base was painted black, you could
 see it was steel. Technologically it was very
 clear. It was for intellectual enjoyment. Eero
 had planned to make his pedestal chair
 entirely of plastic but when the stem would
 not take the strains, he made the base cast
 aluminum and painted it the same color as
 the plastic. He didn't mind the lack of
 intellectuality.

 Eames's convictions came out of, or were
 fortified by, things that happened during
 those six years. One was a chance to experi-
 ment. A production plant was set up by
 himself and John Entenza, editor of Arts &
 Architecture-a magazine which after the
 end of World War 11 focused attention on
 California, especially in its Case Study
 House program in which Eames and

 Saarinen participated; the Eames house,
 and Eames and Saarinen's Entenza house,
 were Case Studies. The plant in the Venice
 area of Los Angeles in time produced molded
 plywood traction splints, which Eames de-
 signed; later came molded plywood airplane
 parts. Entenza and Eames took what
 Fortune ("Artist in Industry," Oct. 1944)
 described as ". . . a creative approach to
 manufacturing problems."

 The ability to wait, learned during the six
 years, hardened into a discipline: it has
 always been in his favor. It is the source of a
 restricted number of designs from his office,
 their quality and their long life. The question
 is, how did George Nelson, who brought
 Eames to Herman Miller, sense those
 things in a man who ". . . was not at all sure
 what we were doing." Maybe what Eames
 meant was, "We are not at all sure when we
 are finished."
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 To see how careful Eames was you have

 only to look at Herman Miller's 1952 cata-
 logue. The George Nelson furniture, always

 in context with the familiar, is nostalgic

 today because it so legibly created the good

 environment of the 40s. It was legible as

 sociology and economics, too: the sudden

 high cost of square footage, multi-use

 expressed in such things as the slat bench.
 The furniture still belonged to the wall as

 it had since Frank Lloyd Wright, out of the

 Japanese interior. And when any Nelson
 piece, desk or seating, had penetrated the

 room space, it was still wall-moored.

 Then to the Eames pieces. They played Klee
 to Nelson's Braque. Light and mobile, they
 belonged to the floor rather than to the wall.

 In the catalogue, none appeared in context

 with a room except for a card table spread
 with breakfast for three; nor was that a cozy
 closed-in room-it was the dining-kitchen of
 the Eames glass-cage house opened to a

 row of eucalyptus and a stretch of meadow.
 Most of the presentations were fragmented,

 wrenched out of context; objects chosen to
 accompany them destroyed or suppressed
 scale: the marguerite in the common clay
 pot near the large, low coffee table with wire
 strut base and black laminated top. Or the
 presentations purposely introduced an alien
 object which diverted attention from the

 furniture, as for instance the large paper
 butterfly dropped prettily on the floor of an
 aisle between rows of storage cabinets; the
 rock on top of one case in the foreground.

 It was a technique out of cinema, and one

 which they were to use later in films-odd

 juxtapositions that shocked the eye into
 seeing. What is more haunting, for instance,
 than the black paper bird poised on one
 frame of a calculated jumble of shells of
 wire chairs? Yet it suggested the similar-
 ities of the centers of gravity of two very
 different doubly-curved objects, animate
 and inanimate. Tough conceptions sur-
 rounded with prettiness.

 What I mean to say is that someone (surely
 Ray) was not making things easy for the
 sales department of Herman Miller by pre-
 senting their creations as if they were a
 delicious game of jackstraws. What were the

 thoughts of D. J. De Pree on his pillow? But
 then, had occasional shivers run through the
 offices of Johnson Wax when the first

 sketches arrived from Frank Lloyd Wright?
 These are the brave unsung who beheld
 new truths.

 I still1 haven 't me ntioned the strange new-
 ness (in 1946) of the molded plywood chair.
 The first version having been sanctioned by
 The Museum of Modern Art and the Eames

 version by Arts & Architecture; appearing

 many times in the pages of the latter, it

 lacked not in credentials. It was to become

 the darling of young architects, the obliga-

 tory foreground object in photographs of

 the new Modern house of the late 40s. It
 had the wit and scale which gave it the

 character of a grace note in those postwar
 houses. In the Nelson pieces wood appeared

 in planes broken by a handsomely designed

 and crafted piece of hardware; the wood of

 the Eames chair proclaimed itself plywood

 by revealing the plys. The hunger for that

 chair may have been reflected in the sales,
 but not the sense of achievement in owning

 one that was felt by any number of young
 architects who had finished school during

 the years when Modern was still an optional

 style (less preferred in California than Anda-

 lusian), had survived the war and opened
 their first office.

 The chair was much in the news: Time re-

 ferred to it as the "potato chip;" Saul
 Steinberg drew it for The New Yorker with
 an antimacassar on the back.

 Much of the Eames furniture came out of

 needs we did not know we had, the most

 striking example being the molded poly-
 ester group introduced in 1949. The boom

 in civic and office buildings in the 50s

 created a need for lightweight comfortable
 seating that could take abuse; stackable
 chairs that could be brought out easily for
 overflow spectators; bright colored chairs
 in the spirit of an age that questioned marble

 monumentality and permanency. The plastic
 shells appeared in tandem in many of the
 new airport terminals; and the tandem seat-
 ing for O'Hare and Dulles airport terminals

 came out of another Eames family, the 1958
 aluminum group.

 The first plan had been for the plastic pieces

 to be of metal, but by 1950 technology had
 advanced to the point where shaping plastic
 had many advantages over stamping out

 metal. The two surprising things about the

 Eames plastic pieces are their similarity to

 some of the earliest Eames forms, and the
 interchangeability of the bases. Compared

 to the molded plywood and the later alumi-
 num group, the plastic had a built-in anonym-
 ity. Since the number of the plastic shells
 produced was stupendous, it was just as
 well that the eye came soon to dismiss

 them as appropriate background. They were
 as invisible as Thonets. Discipline indeed to

 have given the plastic seating invisible forms,

 yet in the spirit of the 50s when architecture
 retreated from the tour de force and

 Gropius was admired above Wright.
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 A child's chair (above), in
 natural birch or painted pink,
 was produced in 1945 by
 Evans Products, as were a
 child's table and stool.

 The earliest plywood furniture
 was produced on tools de-
 signed and built in Eames's
 office. In addition to the chair,
 a plywood table and a beautiful
 folding screen with canvas
 joints were all produced by
 Herman Miller (above, right).

 Tandem- Sling Seating (the
 O'Hare chair) was designed for
 Chicago's airport in 1962 and
 was also installed in that same
 year in Dulles International

 These wonderfully comfortable --^ >X 1

 seats use the same structural t
 principles as the aluminum ",, lt4"
 group, designed in 1958. The ?
 seat arid back pads are sand-/
 wiches of heat-sealed vinyl
 stretched between metal
 frames held in tension by
 horizontal die-cast aluminum
 bars (below, right).
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 Eames s first true lounge _
 chair (above), a very personal .
 version of the English club
 chair and ottoman, is made of
 molded rosewood plywood
 and black, down-fi lled leather
 cushions, on a polished
 aluminum swivel base.

 The lightweight Aluminumi |l ll ll _
 Groupo chairs and ottoman _

 designs, such as the 1969: ::v. :. ;.. r
 Soft Pad chair...
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 But Eames was capable of a tour de force-

 the 1956 lounge chair and ottoman of
 molded rosewood. Eames said that the chair
 sprang from his question to himself: what-

 ever happened to the leather chair in the

 Elks Clubs? His version has, rather, become
 the Morris chair of the 20th century as far

 as comfort goes. Its prestige was (still is) so
 high that it was often the first chair to be
 bought for the living room of a new house;

 the rising building costs of those years often
 ate into the budget for furnishing and it was

 not unusual to see an interior practically
 bare except for the one chair. Seeing it thus

 gave it an un-Eames like character: it lacked
 two notable characteristics of the molded
 plywood chair, the machined look and the
 mobility. It was truly in the tradition of the
 handcrafted Morris chair.

 The Eames furniture was at the outset lim-
 ited to home consumption, and although this
 was reversed in the 50s and today only a
 small percentage goes into homes, the fact
 remains that it travels more easily between
 home and office than that of any other de-
 signer I know. True especially of the rose-
 wood lounge chair and molded plywood
 chair, and to a lesser degree of the
 aluminum group.

 The aluminum group began originally as an
 outdoor chair with a single stem base and
 sling seat of a naugahyde sandwich padded
 with vinyl foam. It had certain shortcomings
 for outdoor use but quickly made a place
 for itself indoors. It represented a return to
 the spareness of the molded plywood chair.
 Certainly the aluminum group is tough and
 intellectually clear. Many swivel and tilt,
 thus are mobile in ways other than their
 inherent lightness. Craig Hodgetts, who
 found "a fine functional argument" for the
 molded plywood chair in "the rubber
 bumpers you can relate your hands to,"
 would like the "knob" controlling the tilt
 and the combined back brace/handle span-
 ning the side frames that eliminates the
 need for a cross bar at the headrest.

 The aluminum group multiplied and sub-
 divided to become Eames's most versatile
 seating. One of the spin-offs was the padded
 leather swivel chair developed for the lobby
 of the Time-Life Building. Breuer referred
 to it as ". . . one of the gaps Eames has

 filled." (He used the phrase also for Eames's
 airport terminal seating.) It is well known by
 now that Bobby Fischer used a Time-Life
 chair in the chess tournament at Reykjavik,
 and that when it was admired by his oppo-
 nent Boris Spassky, Herman Miller flew in
 one for him.
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 Stills from various Eames
 films (top to bottom)
 include: Mathematics Peep
 Show's segment entitled
 "Symmetry;" View from the
 People Wall, a single-screen
 condensation of the multi-
 image presentation for IBM's
 pavilion at the New York
 World's Fair in 1964; National
 Fisheries Center and Aquarium,
 1967, a filmed report on the
 proposed National Aquarium,
 not yet realized; Powers of Ten,
 an eight minute 1968
 exponential view of our
 universe; Tops shows 123
 spinning tops in marvelous
 colors and forms.

 There are few Eames pieces that lie outside
 the three families-molded plywood, molded
 plastic and the aluminum group. The first
 Eames series was varied, as that of young
 offices is apt to be; most of the molded ply-
 wood tables are out of production, as well
 as a magnificent molded plywood folding
 screen; a 1944 molded plywood armchair
 with a cantilevered steel tube base was,
 however, the parent of the rosewood lounge
 chair. The amusing 1968 chaise appears to
 have a history in medical therapy rather than
 in seating, perhaps because of the over-

 engineered frame. The ability to draw upon
 imagery outside the tradition of furniture is

 a source not only of wit but comfort. Is not
 the seat of the molded plywood chair out of
 farm machinery, and the compact sofa of
 1954 out of auxiliary seating for the automo-
 bile or bus?

 Much of the Eames imagery is from the
 archives of American machinery or from
 standard catalogues of machined parts;
 these are taken out of context, given an
 elegance. Their appeal is in the mixture of
 familiarity and surprise.

 There is a loyalty to the family groups, a

 loyalty to their own special imagery; and
 today the number of refinements to existing
 pieces far exceeds the creation of new ones.
 "But," as Konrad Wachsmann says, "the
 number of examples doesn't matter. In
 furniture the century is his. Ten churches
 or one, Brunelleschi had said it."

 In the large industrial space in Venice,
 California, which the Office of Charles and
 Ray Eames has occupied now for three dec-
 ades, the activities of furniture design, film-
 making and preparation of exhibitions
 co-exist. If the three appear to have been cut
 from the same bolt it is because one devel-
 oped so naturally out of the other. One
 unifying factor is Ray Eames's rich and
 audacious imagery.

 Ray's hand is clearest in the films and exhi-
 bitions, both initiated in 1950, but associates
 recognize her refining touch in the forms of
 the furniture.

 The Eames house above Santa Monica
 Canyon, an early example in domestic
 architecture of industrial materials openly
 stated, is too well conceived as exhibition
 space as well as house to appear to be the
 work of Charles alone. The chasteness
 (frame) and richness (interiors) interact in
 the same way as do structure and content
 of films and exhibitions.

 Films may have served in the beginning as
 a means of recording furniture design and
 exhibitions, the accession of toys, folk art
 or circus memorabilia; however, the intro-
 duction of multimedia, multi-images and
 such techniques as fast cutting, elipses and
 surprise juxtapositions raised filmmaking to
 a very personal art. From the first multi-
 media expression ("A Sample Lesson," in
 collaboration with George Nelson and
 Alexander Girard) new visual areas were
 explored for communicating complex in-
 formation, and by 1962 when the Eameses
 made Powers of Ten they had acquired a
 sharpness and economy which make their
 visual similes immediately accessible.

 Their 50 or so films fall into two categories:
 information films (the two above fall into
 this category; also The Information Machine,
 and among others Glimpses of the U.S.A.,
 in which 2200 images were thrown on seven
 screens for the American exhibition at the
 1959 Moscow Fair); the second category is
 object films such as Tops and Toy Trains.
 But the affection of the Eameses for objects
 and their love of facts blur the demarcation
 between the two.

 The most successful of the early exhibitions
 was Mathematica, prepared for IBM in
 1961; several permanent installations of
 this now excite the imagination of a second
 generation of viewers. Most of the exhibi-
 tions are either for institutions or for IBM,
 and are similar in being organized along a
 time line; by this means one can follow his-
 torical events of the same period covered
 in the main subject matter. For instance, an
 exhibition on Copernicus for IBM traces the
 advancement of other sciences and the arts
 of the day. The art lies in making the di-
 gression support the pertinent fact, and the
 two work together to give life and substance
 to a time in history.

 In Nehru: his Life and his India, exqui-

 sitely chosen trivia give breath to the
 country, and a sense of place is created by
 erecting prison walls and placing on them
 Nehru's writings in prison. In A Computer
 Perspective the outline bends to receive
 glimpses of the friendship between an early
 programmer and Lord Byron's daughter.

 This, in a sense, describes everything the
 Eameses touch: a framework as precise as
 the steel skeleton of their house, the clarity
 of the molded plywood chair, but also the
 butterfly dropped prettily, as in the early
 photos of the storage cabinets, to evoke a
 multi-layered experience.
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